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All the ne ws that’s f i t to print.
See yourse lf in the Fre nch Woods Performer.

OUR E-MAIL ADDRESS IS admin@frenchwoods.com.
We love hearing from you.

The Performer is only as good as the contributions we receive from the French Woods community.
Let us know what is going on in your life. Your camp friends love to hear what you are doing. Do you
have a performance or concert coming up? Have you seen or spoken to French Woods friends?
How did your sports team do this season? Write us at P.O. Box 770100, Coral Springs, FL 330770100 or give us a call at 1-800-634-1703.

Want to have your Bar or Bat Mitzvah at French Woods? Let us know!
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Dear French Woods Families,

2016 was the most fulfilling summer I’ve had in a
long time. From the amazing kids and staff to the
extraordinary special guests, we could not have
had a more exciting group of people at camp.
Now that the summer has come to a close, we
are beginning to plan the summer of 2017 and it’s
getting us excited all over again. You may not have
been home long, but we’re already looking to how
we can make next summer even better.
With a new theater, revamped bunks and new
public bathrooms all in the works, there will be
exciting new things happening in 2017.
Keep us up-to-date by email
and Facebook - we love to hear
from you all year long!

Session 5
We hit the ground running with our one-week Session
5. Over 200 campers experienced more than just a
“taste” of French Woods. Theater, Video, Magic and
Horseriding offered intensive double periods and circus, dance, music, project adventure, rock and roll,
art, waterfront, creative cooking, tennis, fitness, skate
park, and sports saw every period filled with eager,
happy and excited campers new to French Woods.

Our final day showcase featuring presentations in
film, chamber music, voice ensemble, waterskiing,
equestrian, magic, circus, art, rock and roll was
topped off by our dance and theater showcase
attended by parents and families.
Session 5 is here to stay and has become one more
awesome French Woods tradition.

Abigail Aldrich
Abigail Lambert
Abraham El Harar
Adrian Antonioli
Alexa Goldberg
Alexander Dembner
Alexandra Connelly
Alexandra Savoy
Aliza Chazin
Amelia German
Amelie Wilday
Amy Stark
Ana Lillie
Andrew Rubin
Andrew Stein
Annali Doyle
Anthony Gaukhman
Ava Loeb
Avery Winick
Avram Needleman
Ayva Redler
Bella Pianko
Bex Segal
Brandon Riedy
Caitlyn Liu

Cara Savoy
Caroline Funk
Cassandra Caldwell
Charlie
Clurman
Charlotte Novara
Chelsey Abel
Christopher Pollack
Corey Baylor
Dana Barrow
Daniel Brugger
Daniel Kleeger
Eli Chazin
Elise Margnat
Eliza Greenwald
Eliza Mason
Elle Baylor
Emily Winkler
Emma Bennett
Emma Cohen
Emma Cohen
Emma Silverman
Emma Vicinanza
Ethan Walmark
Evelyn Burt
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Lost Properties
As always, lost items that are labeled with the
camper’s complete names are returned shortly
after camp ends. All non-labeled items are donated
to charity.
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A Note From Ron:
Here we are again at the end of the summer, year forty seven, and we start to plan for
next summer. We look forward to breaking ground for the new theater, a new replacement
for Boys 10, replacing all the port-a-johns with new facilities like the one by the Scott and
refurbishing Project Adventure. I want to personally thank the casts of Forum, Into the
Woods, Little Me, A Chorus Line and Honeymoon in Vegas for allowing me to direct five
fantastic shows. You gave me a great deal of pleasure.
At this point we expect sessions two and three to be closed by the end of September and
CIT positions for both boys and girls to close before that. It is my hope to see you again
next summer. Keep those emails and letters coming. I love to hear from you.,
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Campbell Savage
Isabella Lotenberg
Leonardo DeCarlo
Cooper
Nicolas Stehlin
Sydney Metz
Alexandra Lenehan
Hailey Rodee
Jade Chalmers
Jereah Washington
Joseph Phaire
Julita Nunez
Reese Garrity
Alexa Goldberg
Anna Gundyrina
Clara Smith
Ekaterina Gundyrina
Emilia Ponce Ocampo
Geraldine Denya
Lauren Sherman
Lilly Batt
Mia Rivera
Murphy Botko
Natalie Bocco
Chiara Candido
Edwin Carvalho
Jack Samet
Jada Washington
Jonah Hertzman
McKenzie Mead
Samantha Lee
Adrian Planas
Andrew Meyer
Avery McConnell
Ilana Cuello-Wolffe
Isabella Madonna
Lyndsey Mugford
Tali Natter
Vasilisa Ludkovsky
Zackary Caruso
Ethan Walmark
Kalima Bronson
Marley Boss
Moksha Akil

Christopher Dewar
Claudia Dorian
Diana Berezhnenko
Elsa Roger-Lacan
Emerson Davis
Evelyn Voss
Honey Fuss
Jacob Buller
Justin Wise
Sarah Schwidel
Shayna Soffer
8 Drew Sadikman
Lauren Gilman
Lily Moritz
Lindsey Miller
Matilde Crapanzano
Morgan Tang
Serena Taxin
9 Emma Lumsden
Lily Ogozalek
Samuel Greenblatt
Skylar Hertz
Stella Lindfors
Tayiana Kishoiyian
Tiffany Poborosky
William Sevilla
Yah Bae
10 Adelina Marinello
Catherine Bradley
Ciara Racanelli
Elinka Ordway
James Bernard
Jamie Goodson
Nicholas Olmstead
11 Anya Wemple
Hiro Spiller
Julia DeCarlo Cooper
Miranda Kimm
Pauline Frohn
Shelby Hotz
Talya Waxenberg
Tommy Kirchhoff
12 Alienor Albrand
Andrew Morgan

Just Registered!
Gabriela Janssen
Georges Azor
Georgia Rose Fraser
Gigi Gold
Grace Adler
Grace Riedy
Hadley Gold
Hailey Abel
Hailey Riven
Haynes Sherman
Ilana Keusch
Imogen Notaro
India Fraser
Isabella Catini
Isabella Grundmann
Jacob Loeb
Jacqueline Burton
Jadyn Koss
James Bernard
Jonah Hertzman
Jordan Sheldon
Josh Krulik

Julia Tannenbaum
Julian Goodman
Katherine Gaukhman
Kayla Hertzberg
Kennedy Hack-Juman
Kiera Swingle
Laila Zukerman
Lauren Twadell
Lilliana Haus
Lily Baumwoll
Lily Siegel
Logan Swerdloff
Luc Villard
Lucy Fraser
Madison Carty
Madison Liuzzo
Mara Riegel
Maren Frey
Matthew Gershon
Mia Rosenblum-Solis
Mika Mccaffrey
Miles Engel

Morgan Desacia
Morgan Wolfe
Natalie Parks
Nicky Kaplan
Nicole Namath
Noah Hertzman
Nola Abramowicz
Oakley Decristofaro
Olivia Woloz
Pauline Margnat
Piper
Clurman
Rachel Gershon
Rachel Grubman
Robert Ratcliff
Sabina Rosenblum-Solis
Sadie Corrigan
Sadie Reimer Sherman
Sage Ratcliff
Sam Greenwald
Samantha Savoy
Samuel Stein
Sarah Traub
Sasha Mason
Seth Greenberg

Shayne Buddman
Shoshana Levine
Simona German
Skylar Reimer Sherman
Sloan Steinlauf
Sofia Janssen
Sofia Senise
Sophia Edwards
Sophia Grundmann
Sophie Lambert
Sydney Greenwald
Sydney Kaminsky
Sylvie Reimer Sherman
Talia Molina
Teshura Goldman
Thomas O’reilly
Tristan Schaefer Knauf
Will Rubin
Willa Fogelson
Zachary Degen
Zev Chazin
Zoe O’reilly
Zoe Rechtschaffer

Julia Romano
Lucia Szpilka
Rachel Schwartz
Rohit Oomman
Sadie Corrigan
Yanjia Yang
Adam Knode
Ava Tucker
Bella Rahn
Daniella Chase
Jordyn Shafran
Sabrina Perez
Westley Strausman
Brendan O’Connell
Chelsey Abel
Eliza Noxon
Gabriella AlvaradoClark
Holden Ickovics
Jesdelson Vasquez
kemal Abbasov
Phoebe Macintosh
Victoria Szel
Aj Civello
Alexander Vershinin
Daniela Galik
Emily Gerstein
Emma Devlin
Evie Stambler
Kyndra-L’ei Bonny
Leonard Chauvel
Sirrye Pierre
Vanessa Tompkins
william devlin
Alesandra Pollack
Amelia Bast
Amelia Osborne
Anna Katz
Barrett Crawford
Clayton Tichy
Edie Lacombe
Garrett Greene
Hailey Riven
Karys Elmore

Lincoln Green
Mika McCaffrey
Sofya Moshiashvili
Tulia Marshall
Vladimir Vurdov
Arianna Siegel
Asha Chawla
Casey Hatch
Haana Juman
Joshua Becote
Samantha Savoy
Sarah Shoichet
Sophia Grundmann
Amy Stark
Cameron Cohen
Giorgia Santorelli
India-Mae Fraser
Mckayla Twiggs
Rachel Wisniewski
Sebastian Taveras
Sophia Kessenich
Adelaide Meny
Lana Lacombe
Liliana Gordon
Nate Schachter
Paloma Aisenberg
Sophia Cotter
Aviah Fajerstein
Ben Rozner
Bergen Kane
Daniel Haubner
Daniel Kaplan
Izabella Toscano
Michael Williams
Nicholas Bilko
Olympia Bouriez
Rebecca
Bachenheimer
Soleil Doering
Thomas Manchester

September Birthdays!
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Jacquelyn Harrison
Libby Bergier Pesin
Lily Tucker
Lindsay Fabricant
Phoenix Chalmers
Tyler Kwadjo Agyarko
Declan Kates
Jeremy Shore
Kyoko Watanabe
Layla Shaffer
Nolan Shaffer
Samantha Palombo
Veda Safranek
Benjamin Weaver
Daniel Rosales
Lola Murray
Madeline Parsons
santiago vargas
Sofia Solomon
Jeff Lewtan
Jolie Saltiel
Sophia Toscano
Alex Ferrandiz
Dashiell Kaufman
Jessica Logozio
Kendall Williamson
Lucas O’Blaney
Megan Blake
Zachary Biggins
Dania Hemdan
Frayda Lieber
Grace Adler
Tori Feinstein
Adam Feinstein
Adam Kern
Addison Maurer
Anna Nickman
Casey Fanous
Daniel Danielyan
Isabella Raabe
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Jared Aronson
joshua Kruger
Manoel Lopes
Michael Cravins
Nastasya Remsha
Natalia Scheinfeld
Sara Moore
Farin Scheinfeld
Hampton Keith
Isaiah Mays
Matthew Gershon
Naomi Joseph
Sarah Bloom
Shayne Buddman
Benedetta Peluso
Daniel Hewitt
Henry LaGrua
Jason De Castro
Kristin D’Angelo
Kyle Schoeneborn
Matthew Magocsi
Sarah Giulianti
Sophia LaGrua
Aliyah Silber
Audrey Hsieh
Daniel Velme
Henry Katis
Isabella Oland
Lilly Baumfeld
Lornell Hilerio
Lucy Tucker
Sam Darrow
Samantha Leff
Scout Balda
Ashley Granson
Boris Gachot
Christina Deodatis
Elsie Spitzer
Jolie Lenga
Julia Buchanan
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Isaac’s Corner

2016 Highlights

Please write, call, fax or e-mail us at the winter office with your news,
stories and photos. We all look forward to hearing from you and know all your
camp friends will too!

THANK YOU

French Woods Festival and especially the costume shop are very grateful for all of your donations over the last
few months. You have helped make the magic happen. The Costume Shop is now able to costume fifteen or more
productions at a time with ease and boast a stock that would be the envy of many professional companies.

As of September 1 there are 281 days left until session 1, summer
of 2017, and 300 days for the start of session 2.
At this time of year, I like to acknowledge all the staff who made the
summer so special and successful. Our 2016 summer’s staff was
especially loving, kind, warm, and supportive. Beth works all winter
long to get the best staff available. This summer’s group was great in
every aspect. I hope we can work together for years to make Ron’s
legacy of French Woods the most extraordinary place in the world.
The theater department was a wonder - incredible shows, amazing
talent, wonderful classes. Many thanks to Devan, Lee, Natty and all
of their staff.
This year we welcomed Joleen as Head of Costume. She and
Annia and their incredible crew provided costumes for over ninety
shows that were produced this summer. The sets and props were
amazing and Scott, Nikki, Pauli and all their staff are unbelievable.
I can’t thank Darryn enough for taking over our transportation and
special ops department. Whatever we needed, Darryn was there,
With Ally by his side. Michael took over facility operations this
summer and through his strategic planning we will see more exciting
improvements in the near future. Kudos Michael.
Our music department offered a vast array of bands, orchestras,
ensembles and lessons. Thanks to all the musicians, and a special
thanks to Brian Worsdale, our artistic director, who made it all work.
And how about Maestro Michael Kosarin “Kos” and members of
the New York Pops as well as Broadway stars Bryan Silverman
and Kerry Butler! They offered master classes and performed in a
very special Side by Side concert featuring our orchestra, our Cab
Troupe and campers Nick Smith and Jamie Goodson.
The rock and roll department headed by Mark and assisted by
Calum produced more original music than ever before. They and
their staff taught daily lessons and had scores of camper bands and
provided live music for the circus shows.
Sarah headed up the dance department this year. Peanut, Tiger
Heath and all the dance staff gave us another year of amazing
choreography and dance classes.
And as always, circus was the place to be. The shows were aweinspiring, the teaching was impressive and engaging, and the
atmosphere was warm and caring - all this, thanks to Mike and
Bronwyn and their fantastic staff.
The fine arts department with Caitlyn and Michael had countless
children go through its doors. Their staff was outstanding, and
incredible projects were produced and displayed.
Video/film has become a world of its own. Caleb’s first year as
department head was a huge success. An unprecedented number
of campers majored in Video for summer 2016. In addition, his
department shot over 100 films.
And the girls won Sing!!!! What a great Sing it was. Great job
Maddie and Matt. We were thrilled to see you be positive role models
to the younger campers.
James and Jeremiah did a yeoman’s job running an incredible
sports program. Kids learned and grew in the more than 16 different
programs that are offered through sports. And how about the “Mo?”
Chloe, another first year department head made the fitness center
uber friendly with campers across the board participating in safe, fun
and challenging fitness programs. Thank you to Chloe and all her
team in preparing for four 4K Races For the Arts events. We know
this is no small task.
Our Adventure course rivals any in camping - thank you Adam for
stepping up and making it an incredible program. The best and
safest program ever.
The skate park, was beyond belief thanks to Andy and his crew.
Magic Larry and his outstanding staff of quality magicians, who
were loving and caring to the children, as well as incredible teachers,
gave us the best and most extensive magic program since French
Woods began.
All of the nurses, administrative assistants and doctors worked to
make it a safe and pleasant summer for all of our campers and staff.
Thanks to Jill and Heather as our charge nurses, Sarah our Wellness
Center administrator, the nurses, our physician’s Drs. Donnenfeld,
Wagner and Klein and all the non-bunk staff who assisted when
needed.
Cat continues to add love, excitement and fun to camp working with
the campers at the stables and in Stage Combat.

‘Jocko’ stepped up to make our equestrian program as good as
any in the country. He brought his expertise and experience to the
program. His staff never stopped.
Coaches Tim and Susanna continue to raise the quality of our
Tennis program to new heights with their staff. Great job with all those
private lessons and clinics and camper counselor tournaments!
Patrick stepped up as the head of waterfront and James as the
head of the pool. They and their staff of incredible lifeguards kept
the kids swimming, sailing, boating and waterskiing in a safe and
caring environment.
Our cooking program, headed by Tommy and Hailey, was a
tremendous hit featuring sweet and savory dishes and a cook-off
each session. Campers majoring in cooking went home with a
personalized all encompassing cookbook. Creative Cooking was
‘the place to be.’
Our new Radio program was met with great success with Imogen
at the helm and Sara Louise handling music production. Likewise
our expanded DJ space with DJ Luke in charge had classes that
were always full and smiling faces a-plenty.
Ryan Tutton worked wonders in the kitchen and dining room in
order to make meals “fit for a king.” Kudos to Barbara Schaefer for
her role in taking care of food services and management. Great
Banquet! This was by far the best year of food and food services
with such yummy healthy choices.
Louie Slatcher, our caretaker and head of maintenance kept this
place going and going with the help of Ed, Chris, Stevie and Dave
Nevin, and their crews. Scobes and his housekeeping staff kept
the Campus and facility neat and clean. Never have we had such
a smooth running operation in our laundry as this year with Mate in
charge. Thanks to him and his crew. Doodles and Ming kept the mail
and lost and found straight and Jean and her staff at the store kept
the kids happy and fed!
I could not have survived the summer without our head counselors
who work 24/7 without complaint and with a love and caring that
could not be found anywhere but at a place like French Woods.
Thank you – Chloe D., Rachael, Natalie, Chloe S., Rosie, Jenni,
Fiona Carolyn, Danny, Ross, Robson and Liam. I love you all. Thank
you to Carolyn for all her work with the Supers and CIT’s.
Robson, you are the hardest working person I know (maybe next to
Ron) who always makes my life better here and at home. Thank you.
A special thanks to Errick for all he does. He is my radar, my friend,
and I could not deal with all I deal with, without his steadying force,
sense of humor, and great relationship he has with campers and
their families.
All of our office staff always went the extra mile and responded
beyond the call of duty. Thanks to Scott and his IT crew and his
never ending contributions to the French Woods family.
The program office, ran more smoothly than ever as my Rose with
the help of David, Cameron and Debra made sure the kids all got
what they needed and kept the camp organized while facilitating the
four Race for the Arts, over 375 birthday parties and so much more.
What a success.
This was one of my best summers. Everyday was special and
having Rose with me made it easy, productive, fun, and exciting.
A special congratulations to our Counselors of the Summer Heather Norrie and Kieren Anderson and to all the weekly backpack
winners. You went above and beyond in both your work areas and
the bunks.
To all our staff: The success of French Woods lies in your hands
and your hearts and without you French Woods would not be what
it is. Thank you for all you did for our kids throughout the summer
to enrich their lives. You are why their lives
are changed for the better. I hope you feel
the same way that through the kids your
lives have been enriched as well.
You know, I really never thank Ron for all
he does because out of his head jumped
this incredibly wonderful concept call
French Woods Festival and he has never
looked back. He continues to change the
lives of youngsters for generations and
generations. His modesty is only exceeded
by his creativity, his kindness and his
vision. Thank you Ron for allowing me to
take this decades-long ride with you.

The 2017 PROPOSED SHOW LIST *

SESSION 1
Mulan
Willy Wonka
Flat Stanley
Sugar
Fiddler On THe Roof
Good News
Big
How To Succeed
Little Women
Hunchback of Notre Dame
Blood Brothers
The Crucible
The Diary of Anne Frank

9-11
7-9
9-11
11-14
11-14
11-14
11-14
11-17
11-17
11-17
11-17
11-17-PLAY
11-17-PLAY

Circus
Thank you, one and all for making my
21st summer here at French Woods
so memorable. A big shout out to
every one of our cast members from
all the Circus/ Junior Circus and Firefly
shows and of course to the entire circus team for making the impossible a
reality. Until next time, remember to
challenge yourselves every day and
be a better person then you were yesterday. love, hugs & push-ups...
Mike & Bron
Dance
2016 saw the opening of our 5 new
dance studios. Thanks you to our
wonderful dance staff for all of their
hard work and creativity. Without them
this summer wouldn’t have been so
fantastic. We look forward to seeing
everyone next year!
Music
Last Year I wrote about topping the
summer of 2015. Well, we did it!
Amazing ensembles, excited campers
and a dynamic staff culminating with
an historic Side by Side concert with
the NY Pops made up our Summer of
2016! What a great time. While I am sad
to see it end, I know 2017will be even
better! Have a great year everyone!
Magic
The Magic Department reached new
heights this summer! New tricks, new
stage illusions, and the most talent-

SESSION 3
SESSION 2
Aladdin
7-9
Free 2 Be
7-9
The Lion King
9-11
101 Dalmations
9-11
Pete’s Dragon
7-9
Guys and Dolls
7-9
Phantom Tollbooth
9-11
Pinocchio
9-11
Happy Feet
9-11
Captain Louie
9-11
The Aristocats
9-11
Peter Pan
9-11
Lucky Stiff
11-14
The Goodbye GIrl
11-14
Crazy For You
11-14
The Wizard of OZ
11-14
Footloose
11-14
Fame
11-14
School of Rock
11-14
Cinderella
11-14
Cats
11-14
Babes In Arms
11-14
Sweeney Todd
11-17
Shrek
11-17
Dirty Rotten Scoundrels
11-17
Violet
11-17
Hairspray
11-17
Pippin
11-17
Catch Me If You Can
11-17
Carousel
11-17
The Curious Incident
11-17-PLAY
Harvey
11-17 PLAY
Noises Off
11-17-PLAY
Gazebo
11-17-PLAY
11-14 Stock : Little Shop of Horrors 11-17-Stock: A Gentlemans Guide to Love and Murder		
* Subject to change

ed staff ever. We added TONS of
new activities and Minors: Mentalism,
Cardistry, Scams & Hustles, Book Jam,
Card Throwing, and even Quidditch!
Of course, we still had our old favorites like Trick of the Day, Escapology,
Balloon Sculpture, and Solving the
Rubik’s Cube. We’re bigger than ever
-- Magic Studio 5 is now a thing. Just
wait and see what we have in store for
next year!!
Horseback
Three cheers for an excellent horseback riding season and our horseback
riding exhibitions! We happily ride off
into the sunset, but we will see you
next year!
Kitchen
The kitchen and dining room staff had
such a great summer this year! We
certainly worked hard... but knowing
how much everyone enjoyed the meals
certainly makes it all worth while.
Theater
It’s hard to believe the Summer of
2016 is already in the books! Another
year filled with incredibly talented
Performers, Directors, ADs, Designers
and Technicians. Our FWF Premieres
this summer included Dr. Doolittle,
Addams Family Jr, Elf Jr, Saturday
Night Fever, Honeymoon in Vegas,
Caucasian Chalk Circle, I Remember
Mama, and Peter and the Starcatcher.

Each session we brought hundreds of
campers to Broadway and saw Fun
Home, Waitress and The Color Purple.
Thank you all for a fantastic summer!
Have an incredible school year and
we can’t wait to see you all back in the
Woods next year!
Fine Arts
Another great summer in visual arts
with more classes and more campers
than ever. Thanks to all the staff for
working so hard. We’ve got exciting
plans for next year, so stay tuned!
Waterfront
What a great summer. Great to meet
all the new faces and fantastic to see
all the returning campers. I hope to see
everyone down at the waterfront again
next summer!
Video
In Video this year, the campers made
more than 100 films, and that output
wouldn’t have been possible without
our amazing Staff and Supers. Thank
you Pete, Caz, Alex, Josh, James, Olivia, Adam, Angus, Barney, Jordan,
Kirby, Lena, Maggie, Mim and Sam for
an amazing summer. See you all at the
next pitch meeting next summer.- Caleb
Ropes
Another HOT HOT HOT Summer at
Project Adventure! We had an amazing
group of kids with courage that reached
the Sky and beyond! Big shout out to all
the staff who made this happen! Thank

SESSION 4
Bugsy Malone
The Jungle Book
The Little Mermaid
Chitty Chitty Bang Bang
Singing in the Rain
Destry Rides Again
Momma Mia
Honk
Thoroughly Modern Millie
Cabaret
Bullets Over Broadway
Jacques Brel
Rent
The Ritz
12 August Osage County

you and hope to see you all again next stared into the Eye of the Tiger and
Roared. We all Had a Good Time and
year!
this summer reminded me What a
Wonderful World we live in! I’ll hear you
Sports
We hosted over thirty intercamp games next summer!
Head Counselors
and won about eighty percent of our
matches. The Campers worked very The Head Counselors (Chloe D.,
hard and dedicated themselves all Rachael, Natalie, Rosie, Chloe S.,
summer to improving their skills and Jenni, Fiona, Carolyn, Danny, Ross,
having lots of fun while doing it. Our Robson and Liam) had an awesome
coaches this summer were the most time this summer! Such amazing
qualified group of counselors we have memories: talent shows, dances, gaga
had in years. Next summer we expect ball, Brain Wars, Acoustic fests, Sing,
more of the same and will be working Banquet, - too many great events to
hard to improve on an already great name! It was so wonderful to get to
know so many phenomenal campers
sports facility.
and we can’t wait to see everyone
Fitness
The Motivational Center a/k/a the MO again next year! Please keep in touch.
Wellness Center
was busy with lots of classes, training
and exercise that was tailored for each What a great summer we had this
age group. Over the summer hundreds year! Thank you to all the Staff at
of campers earned the coveted MO Frenchwoods who took time out of
t-shirt and each session we helped their schedules to help out. We love
dispensing TLC and it is always a pleabring 4k Race for the Arts to FWF.
sure to the campers in getting them
Tennis
We gave over 1,000 private lessons, back to their activities. Looking forward
held tournaments and clinics and had a to next summer and wishing everyone
great time doing it. See you next year. a safe and healthy School year!
Program Office
Rock Shop
There was A Whole Lotta Love for Special thanks to David, Cameron and
Rock’n’roll in the Rock Shop this sum- Debra as well as all our terrific CIT’s!
mer. The energy was Radioactive Majors and Minors, Race for the Arts,
and it occasionally became Pretty S’mores and Movie parties and seeing
Reckless but we managed to survive the campers everyday kept the 2016
the Halestorm. The campers and staff Program Office motivated, excited and

7-9
9-11
7-9
9-11
11-14
11-14
11-14
11-14
11-17
11-17
11-17
11-17
11-17
11-17-PLAY
11-17-PLAY

busy. See you in 2017. -Rose
Costume
This summer the costume shop
averaged three costumes per actor,
with some having as many as eight
changes per show for a total of 4,254
costumes in the main stage musicals
plays. Our make-up specialists created
looks for circus, magic, and theater
productions. It is a pleasure to work
in a shop that sticks by the earth
friendly principles of remake, reuse and
repurpose. Thank you to the continued
generosity of our parents who donate
costumes and items for a new life in the
theater. -Joleen
Creative Cooking
Sweet and Savory, Scones and Jam
and Cook-offs...it was a great summer
that culminated into the creation of an
amazing cookbook. See you all next
year!
Radio, DJ & Music Production
Our brand new spaces produced over
18 radio shows, 110 tracks in music
production and filled to capacity DJ
classes complete with lighting. We look
forward to 2017 and bringing you more
‘live action’!
Skate Park
Our amazing facility saw hundreds
of campers this summer at all levels
of skating. Mountain boarding was
popular too. See you all next year!

